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charge to the speakers:
identify key science questions

how does shallow convection adapt to large-scale flow?

how does the organization of shallow convection interact
with its larger-scale aerosol, thermodynamic and dynamic
environment?

NCAR G-V within 
CSET RF07



more concrete applications (all oceanic):

shallow cloud mesoscale organization:
• what is the role of mesoscale organization (cold pools) in shallow-to-deep 

convection transition?
• what is the relationship of shallow cloud convection to cloud fraction?

high-latitude mixed-phase clouds 
• how do boundary layer clouds interact with changing surface conditions?

evolution of boundary-layer flow into the ITCZ
• how does the low cloud population evolve within the large-scale flow?
• how do the low cloud micro & macrophysics adapt to the aerosol and 

moisture environment?

answering all these questions requires complementary model simulations.
                     Are we able to constrain them sufficiently?



why are these questions important?

annual-mean cloud radiative forcing, CERES website

distribution of global albedo and how it is evolving with time
critically linked to shallow clouds



our main tool for linking low
clouds to changes in the global
environment, coupled climate

models, struggle with 
depicting low clouds

figures show a similar bias of up to -40 
W m-2 in the cloud radiative effect 

calculated within both ocean-
atmosphere and atmosphere-only 

climate models. This implies climate 
model difficulty in capturing low clouds 

lies in the atmospheric modeling

figure by Brian Medeiros, from Zuidema et al. 
2016, BAMS (Dec).

coupled climate models

atmosphere-only fixed-SST
 climate models

why are these questions important?

south
America

Africa



process modeling bridges the gap 
- best if confirmed by observations on a complementary scale

CGILS=CFMIP/GASS inter comparison of Large eddy and Single column models



we know in particular models struggle with ‘internal’ processes

(<	0.5	mm	h-1)	

CloudSat-derived
shallow convective

rains vary significantly
by region

figures provided by
Tristan L’Ecuyer



boundary-layer clouds are maintained by a strong coupling
with radiation and moisture mediated by mixing

 

surface heat and moisture fluxes 

radiative driving warm, dry, subsiding free-troposphere 

zi 

entrainment 

ql (averaged over cloud) 
2310 

765 

qf (z) sf (z) 

297.3 307.1 311.9 0.9 2.9 13.65 0 0.22 

ql,adiabatic 
cumulus mass flux 

transition layer 

sea surface 

Stevens et al., 2006



Wood, 2012, MWR

both external (yellow) and internal (white) mechanisms 
influence warm low cloud presence/thickness



to advance our understanding requires a good characterization 
of the four-dimensional structure of 

cloud fundamentals, water vapor, radiation, fluxes -
bringing in dynamics

we know oceanic low clouds are not in equilibrium with their 
environment



Cloud System Evolution over the Trades (CSET)
to study cloud and boundary layer evolution along Lagrangian 

trajectories
within the north Pacific trade-winds using the NCAR GV

HI

2 days 

Bruce Albrecht - Principal Investigator
Chris Bretherton, Virendra Ghate, Robert Wood, myself - Investigators

builds on ASTEX, Albrecht et al.,1995



7 Lagrangian missions

NCAR G-V aircraft 
W-band Doppler radar 
HSRL (Lidar) 
Dropsondes 
Meteorology 
Microphysics 
Turbulence 
Radiation 
Size-resolved aerosol 

(UHSAS) 
 
 



RF06 radar-lidar-satellite composite   July 17, 2015 California to Hawaii

94 GHz radar

lidar (HSRL)

GOES visible

V. Ghate

CSET observational strengths:

further desired: LWP as a geophysical constraint on retrievals 
from microwave radiometer



1907utc

1907utc 1910utc



cumulus towers connected to thin stratiform veils

40 micron
peak

statistically,
dropsize mode 20-40 micron

LWPs of < 10 g/m^2
optical depths<1

preliminary budget studies suggest
the thin veils are more likely when surface  
fluxes are weak and subsidence is strong

radiative implications of the thin clouds
• decreased outgoing long wave radiation
• enhanced long wave warming of surface
• enhanced shortwave albedo

all else equal

drizzle (2DC)

(EOL field catalog capabilities keep 
getting better and better…)

desired: better integration of spectral solar
flux radiometer (SSFR) analysis with its

availability



evolution of boundary-layer flow into the ITCZ
• how does the low cloud population evolve within the large-scale flow?
• how do the low cloud micro & macrophysics adapt to the aerosol and 

moisture environment?

GV

(<	0.5	mm	h-1)	



on the use of surface-based resources to study the
relationship of mesoscale organization to

e.g.,hydrological cycle, net radiative impact

19 Dec, 2013

difficult to get diurnal cycle otherwise



SPol-Ka
radar

Rain in Cumulus over Ocean 
(RICO) setup:

SPol-Ka radar provided 3D 
(or 4D) convection, ship 

profiling &
in situ provided detailed 
cloud/vertical structure,

radiosondes provide 
thermodynamic structure

synergy of 3D observations
and complementary constrained modeling;

Rauber et al., 2007



Shallow convection with precipitation > ~ 1 mm/hr only occur ~ 
2% of the time (Snodgrass et al., 2009, Neggers et al.,2002),

consistent with early BOMEX/ATEX studies (Augstein et al., 1973)
but have outsized influence on character of the trade-winds



relationship of mesoscale organization to albedo (cloud fraction) 
uncertain, feedbacks to surface fluxes

broadening of cloud top heights 
alters radiative cooling profiles



RICO setup:

SPol-Ka
radar

X-band vertically-pointing shipboard radar

2012, JAS

the RICO example



Similar observational strategy applied within Dynamics of the 
Madden-Julian Oscillation (DYNAMO):

SPol-Ka azimuth scan over an ARM surface site data
applied to understanding shallow-to-deep convective transition

Chandra et al., manuscript in preparation, see also Rowe and Houze 2015, Feng et al., 2014



nothing in the RICO observational literature relating 
cloud fraction to precipitation

“relations between cloud cover and precipitation are ambiguous”

• questions remain on dynamical vs thermodynamical influences
on cold pool propagation

• the bigger, similar, question may be how shallow convection 
relates to cloud fraction



different microphysical schemes can produce 
quite different low cloud fractions:

e.g., Morrison autoconversion/accretion ratio<Thompson;
more low cloud

contour values indicate percentage of time simulations include a specific rainrate/cloud cover
Li, Zuidema, Zhu, Morrison, 2015

Morrison

Thompson



nested-WRF simulations
Li, Zuidema, Zhu, 2014

moisture key to understanding convection:
a difficult observable

e.g.,more moist updrafts near 
cold pools (red) 

are more successful at invigorating
secondary convection - in this model



moisture and its horizontal/vertical structure remains an 
important observational gap

active remote sensing, from, e.g., Raman or DIAL lidar, provides vertical structure &
thereby mixing estimates

1000-700 hPa
more difficult to get from passively,

layer-integrated vapor from passive sensors can
augment radiosonde networks

700-400 hPa

Zhang, Zuidema, Turner and Cadeddu, 
manuscript in preparation

layer-integrated vapor from passive microwave 
radiometer and soundings over

the equatorial Indian Ocean

see also David Turner poster
combining

passive infrared with DIAL lidar

Raman-lidar derived water vapor mixing ratio profile; plot from Zhien Wang



high-latitude mixed-phase clouds: climate change becoming 
more and more obvious at short time scales



Myriad processes affect (mixed-phase) clouds, however 
observations suggest presence of two preferred states

clear

cloudy

fast (internal) processes govern 
transition between the 2 states

slow processes - advection of moisture and warmth - govern
evolution within the 2 states

argues for comprehensive observations/modeling

Morrison et al., 2012

it’s complicated….

is this changing as the Arctic changes? i.e through convection?



summary: what is needed to advance shallow convection 
research?

• comprehensive observations spanning micro-meso-large-
scales 

• an observational suite that works well to constrain 
complementary modeling (process&larger-scale)

any observational gaps?
• more ways to sense water vapor & its structure, including 

through winds (e.g, Sherwood, Roca, Weckwerth,Andronova, 2010) 
• more measurements of mixing (TKE)

• better attention to existing measurements, e.g., strong
instrument mentorship/retrieval ownership programs

• intellectually-diverse investigator team



NCAR workshop, Sept 2014

http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/10.1175/BAMS-D-15-00081.1



extra slides



do we possess the necessary observations with which
to constrain the complementary model simulations?

NSF-sponsored field campaigns have/are addressing all 3



Andersen et al., 2017 ACPD

water vapor remote sensing 
the Arctic hydrological cycle

Kay et al., 2016 review 
Morrison nature 

Ilen (Tristan’s student) paper may not be out yet

active-passive



something NCAR is really doing right: the EOL flight 
planning/data archiving capabilities



Andersen et al., 2017 ACPD

water vapor remote sensing 
the Arctic hydrological cycle

Kay et al., 2016 review 
Morrison nature 

Ilen (Tristan’s student) paper may not be out yet

active-passive



more concrete applications (all oceanic):

shallow cloud mesoscale organization:
• what is the role of mesoscale organization (cold pools) in shallow-to-deep 

convection transition?
• what is the relationship of shallow cloud convection to cloud fraction?

high-latitude mixed-phase clouds 
• how do boundary layer clouds and changing surface conditions interact?

evolution of boundary-layer flow into the ITCZ
• how does the low cloud population evolve within the large-scale flow?
• how do the low cloud micro & macrophysics adapt to the aerosol and 

moisture environment?

answering all these questions requires complementary model simulations.
                     Are we able to constrain them sufficiently?


